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The Fall of Cherbourg
June 1944
The success of the Allied invasion of France in 1944 was contingent on the seizure of the deep water port of Cherbourg to sustain the armies ashore. by Arnold Blumberg

Alamo to Appomattox
America’s Road to Civil War
by Joseph Miranda

The Alamo was not an isolated event, but a forerunner of the continent-wide war. Silesia from the Habsburgs in 1740 embroiled in a continent-wide war. Frederick II of Prussia hoped to steal Frederick the Great’s First Fight War of the Austrian Succession

The Great Jigsaw
Myanmar’s Insurgency
by Terence Coombes

Myanmar’s wealth and size should have made it the jewel of Southeast Asia, but ethnic animosity has kept the nation in a state of civil war from almost the moment of independence. by Terence Co

Game Edition Rules

War of the Austrian Succession
by Joseph Miranda

NEXt ISSUE (#290)
• Angola Civil War
• WWI Caucasus Front
• Battle of Marasten
• Hessians in American Revolutionary War

READER SUBMISSIONS
We welcome interesting and concise essays about virtually any aspect of military history. Contact Chris Perello at cperello@strategyandtacticspress.com

We also welcome Media Reviews of any type for Strategy & Tactics, World at War and Modern War magazines. We view critical analysis over summaries done. Maximum word count is 500. Contact Chris Perello at cperello@strategyandtacticspress.com

Please submit all other questions or comments to our free online forum at DecisionGames.com

Arras Diversion
by Michael P. Kintzopf

The Canadians start with a significant advantage in numbers and position, but must move carefully or see their... pull back to preserve a continuous line. For both players, the game is a tense balance between forces, ground, and time.

Vimy Ridge

Vimy Ridge

utilizes the popular Vimy Ridge system, modified to model World War I operations. It features more detailed bombardment rules and less flexibility in... at substantially reduced strength. Winning the battle is a matter of maneuver, firepower, and target prioritization.

The German strongpoint at Vimy Ridge, commanding the trenches of the Western Front for miles in every direction, had... went over the top on 9 April, they were as well prepared as they could be to dislodge the Germans once and for all.

Each game can be played in an afternoon or evening. Each game can be played in about 90
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1-3 hrs

High

Minutes to learn. Quick to play. Historically Accurate.

The Folio Game Series provides
dozens of games using the same eight-page Standard rules (Muskets & Sabers for 19th-century battles, Axis & Allies movement for WWII and Modern battles) with a short Exclusive rules sheet for each individual game to capture the unique aspects of each battle. Each game can be played in about 90 minutes, allowing for multiple games to be played in an afternoon or evening.

Vimy Ridge

The Folio Games Series provides dozens of games using the same eight-page Standard rules (Muskets & Sabers for 19th-century battles, Axis & Allies movement for WWII and Modern battles) with a short Exclusive rules sheet for each individual game to capture the unique aspects of each battle. Each game can be played in about 90 minutes, allowing for multiple games to be played in an afternoon or evening.